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ABSTRACT.

This paper develops a notion of fcth measure of irreducibility

and fcth measure of full indecomposability.

notions, as well as relationships

The combinatorial

properties

between these notions, are explored.

of these

The results

are then used in converting results on positive matrices into results on nonnegative
matrices.

Let n > 2 be an integer, N = {1,2, • • ', n}. All matrices considered
shall be n x n and nonnegative. Let
uk(A) =

k» 0,1, •••,»-2,

min
Rr\C=0;\R\+\C\=n-k

/ max a¡A,
l í£A;/eC
I

and R, CÇN with \S\ denotingthe number of ele-

ments in set S. Verbally, uk(A) is computed as follows. Choose the largest
entry in each \R\ x \C\ submatrix of A not containing ah entry from the
main diagonal, where |K| + \C\ = n ~k. uk(A) is then the smallest of all
these numbers. For example, if

then u0(A) = 1, uY(A) = 0. Note that uk(A) is independent of the main
diagonal entries, i.e. uk(A) = uk(A + D) for any diagonal matrix D.
Further, set
Uk(A) =

min
\R\ + \C\=n-k
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k = 0, 1, • • •, n - 2. Verbally, Uk(A) is computed as follows. Choose the
largest entry in each |/?| x |C| submatrix of A where \R\ + \C\ = n - k.
Uk(A) is then the smallest of all these numbers. For example, if

then U0(A)= l,Ul(A) = 0.
We call uk the fcth measure of A's irreducibility, and Uk the fcth
measure of .4's full indecomposability. It is easily seen that uk(A) = u^PAP*)
for any permutation matrix P, hence uk is a /'-invariant of A. Similarly,

as Uk(A) = Uk(PAQ),Uk is a PQ-invariantof A.
The following properties are useful in reading the manuscript.
(1) u0(A) >0<*A is irreducible.
(2) U0(A) > 0 <*■
A is fully indecomposable.
(3) un_2(A) = m¡ñfHaif, Un_2(A) = minify.
(4) uk(A) > Uk(A) for all fc,0 < fc < n - 2.
(5) uk(A) > uk+1(A) for all fc,0 < fc < n - 3.
(6) Uk(A)> Uk+¿A) for all fc,0 < fc < n - 3.
(7) Let Â denote a principal submatrix of A and «^ its order. Then

uk(A) =

min

u0(Â ),

t/fc(4) =

n^=n-k

min

U0(Â).

nj^—n —k

The above properties then indicate that uk and Uk "in some sense" measure
the strength of A's being irreducible and fully indecomposable, respectively.
Alternately, if A is stochastic we may say that uk and Uk measure the dis-

tribution of the entries of A.
Initiai results. A relationship between u0 and U0 is established in [3,

p. 33] by showingthat
u0(A) >0o

U0(A +D)>0,

where D is any diagonal matrix with positive main diagonal.
This may be generalized, by the same argument, to the following statement.

Lemma 1. uk(A) > 0 * Uk(A +D)>0,
matrix with positive main diagonal

where D is any diagonal

Let \k = {A\uk(A)> 0 } and Afc= {A\Uk(A)> 0 }. We shall say that
A is min uk if uk(A) > 0, and for each a¡¡ > 0, uk(A - a¡jE¡j) = 0, where
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Ejj is the (0, l)-matrix with a 1 only in its z/th position. Min Uk is defined
similarly. In the literature, the minimal members are known as follows.
(1) Minimal members of A0 are called "nearly reducible" [4] or in the
language of graph theory, "minimally connected".
(2) Minimal members of A0 are called "nearly decomposable" [12].
Concerning matrices with min Uk or min uk we have the following.

Lemma 2. Suppose Uk(A) > 0. Then there is a matrix B = (bi}) with
btj-< a¡j for each i, j GN so that
(1) Uk(B)= Uk(A), and
(2) B is min Uk.

Proof.

Replace each ai;-< Uk(A) in A by 0 yielding Ä = (¿L). Note

that Uk(A) = Uk(A). Now there are sets R0, C0 in N so that |Ä0| + |C0| =
n - fc, and if ¿"»> 0, i G/?0 and / G C0, then ai;-= Uk(A). If Ä is not
min Uk there is some a¡ljl in Ä so that Uk(Ä-ailllEil]l)>
0 and hence

Uk(Ä- V, *,,/,) = Uk{A)= Uk(A).
As A~-a~iljlEilJl

has one more 0 than does Ä, we may obtain inductively

«Í2/2' ^3/3' " ' ' ' «Vf S0 that

and

Ä - a~{; Et i - a, , E.,
'l'l

'l'l

'2'2

'2'2

- • • • - a.- ,■E,, = 5 is min t/^.
't't

Hi

w

Similarly for uk we have the following.

Lemma 3. Suppose uk(A) > 0. Then there is a matrix B = (6,y) with
bu <a/;- /or each i, j GN so that
(1) uk(B) = uk(A) and
(2) B is min «fc.
Explicit canonical forms for matrices with min U0 and min u0 may be
found in [4] and [12]. The structure of matrices with min Uk or min uk
for fc > 0 has yet to receive attention, although Richard Brualdi and Hazel
Perfect [2] have considered the diagonal structure of matrices A such that
Uk(A) > 0. An interesting characterization which they obtain states that
Uk(A) > 0 if and only if A is fully indecomposable and each fc + 1 positive
entries, taken from different rows and columns, lie on a common positive diago-

nal [2, p. 389].
Conforming to Lewin's notation [7], if x = (xl, x2, ' " •, xnY > 0,
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I+(x) = {fcf|> 0} and /o0c) = {i\x¡= 0}. In [7, p. 755] it is shownthat A
is fully indecomposable if and only if \¡0(Ax)\ < \I0(x)\, i.e. \F+(Ax)\> |/+(x)|,
where \I+(x)\ > 0 and [/0(*)l > 0. This result is then utilized to show that if
A and B are fully indecomposable then so is AB. Further, the result is used
to show the well-known fact that if A is fully indecomposable then An~l > 0.
We generalize Lewin's work by considering related questions concerning Uk.
Lemma 4. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) Uk(A)>0.
(2) \I+(Ax)\ > min{n, |/+£c)| + fc + 1 } for all x > 0 with \T+(x)\> 0.
Proof.
For(l)=i'(2)
set \I+(x)\ = s. Pick P, a permutation matrix,
so that Px = y with yx > 0, y2 > 0, • • •, ys > 0. Pick Q, a permutation
matrix, so that

QAPf =

with Axr x. s having no rows of zeros and A3 = 0. (If r = n, A3 and
consequently .44 are missing.) Now as U^QAP*) = Uk(A) > 0, it follows

that if A3 appears, as s + (/i-r)<«-fc-l,r>s
+ fc + l. Hence
(QAP'XPx)= (QAP*)y= z is such that zx > 0, z2 > 0, • • • , zs+k+l > 0 if
s + fc + 1 < n and zx > 0, z2 > 0, • • • , zn > 0 otherwise. Therefore

|/+(,4x)| > min{«, |/+(.x)| + fc + 1}.
For (2) =*(1) suppose Uk(A) = 0. Then there are rows R0, columns
C0 with |/?0| + |C0| = n - fc so that for iGR0, j G C0 we have at¡ = 0.
Pick permutation matrices P and g so that

where A3 is |/?0| x |C0| having entries in the rows R0 and columns C0 of
i4. Now pick x so that jc, > 0, x2 > 0, • • • , x¡c , > 0, X\c0\+1 = 0, • • • ,
x„ = 0. Consider (QAP)x = y. Now .V„_|ij0|+i = 0, • • • ,7„ = 0. Therefore

\I+(QAPx)\= \I+(APx)\ < n - \R0\ = |C0| + fc = |/+(x)| + fc,
a contradiction. Hence (2) =>(1).

Lemma 5. 77zefollowing statements are equivalent:

(1) Uk(A)>0.
(2) |/o04x)| < max{0, \fQ(x)\-k-1}

forall x>0.
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Note that if y >0, \I+(y)\ + \I0(y)\ = n. The formula allows

the conversion of Lemma 4 into Lemma 5.
Direct applications of these lemmas yield the following corollaries. For
notational convenience we define Uk = Un_2, uk = un_2 if fc > n —2. Recall
that Un_2(A) = min(/ffj7 and un_2(A) = min/¥:/af/.

Corollary

1. // Ur(A) > 0, US(B)> 0 then Ur+s+l(AB)>Ur(A)Us(B).

Proof. Suppose x > 0 and |/+(x)| >0.
\T+(Bx)\. If \I+(ABx)\<n then

Note that \I+(ABx)\ >

\I+(ABx)\ > \I+(Bx){ + r + 1 = |/+(x)| + r + s + 2.
Hence it follows from Lemma 4 that

Ur+S+1(AB~)> 0. Now, by Lemma 2, take

A so that Ur(A) = Ur(A) and A is minimal Ur. Select B similarly for B.
By the above argument Ur+S+ ^ÄB) > 0. By definition Ur+s+l(AB) >
Ur(Ä)Us(B). Finally

Ur+S+1(AB) > Ur+s+l(ÄB) > Ur(I) US(B)= Ur(A) U,(B).
Utilizing the same techniques we may deduce the following corollaries.

Corollary

2. // fcj > 0, k2 > 0, • • • , fcs> 0 and Uk (A{) > 0,

Uk2(A2) > 0, • • • , Uks(As) > 0, then

Uki+k2+ ... +fcj+i_1(^1^2 • • • AJ> U^ÇAJU^UJ

• • • Uks(As).

For positive products this yields the following.

Corollary
3. // fcj > 0, fc2 > 0, • • • , ks > 0 with kx + k2 + • • ■
+ ks + s - 1 > n - 2 and Vkl(£x) > 0, Uk2(A2)> 0, • • • , UkJAt) > 0,
then if AXA2 • -As= C= (c/y), it follows that cif > f41C41)C42C42)• • •
Uks(As) for each iGN.jeN.
Proof.
Note that Ukl+k2+. . .+fcj+f_1(C) > 0, i.e. Un_2(C) > 0.
Therefore by definition of Un_2, cif > Ukl(Al)Uk2(A2) • • • Uks(As) for each

tEN.iGN.
For a fixed measure of full indecomposability we have the following.

Corollary 4. //* Uk(A¡)> 0 for i = 1, 2, • • •, s, for any s> [n, fc],
where [n, fc] denotes the smallest integer larger than or equal to (n - l)/(fc +1),
it follows that

H A¡ = C>0
¿=i

Proof.

and ctj> \\

Uk(A¡), for each i<=N,jeN.

f=i

From Corollary 3 we need to find an integer s so that sk + s ~
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1 > n - 2. Solving for s we have s> (n - l)/(fc + 1). Hence s > [n, fc].
For fully indecomposable matrices this result translates into .the following.

Corollary
for any s>n-l,

5. If each A¡ is fully indecomposablefor i = 1, 2, • • ■, s,
then n?= lAi = C>0 and cif > Us¡=j U0(A¡), for each

iGNJGN.
All the above corollaries may be converted into results concerning uk by
using Lemma 1 and the following.

Lemma 6. If D = diag(<fj, d2, • • •, dn) is a diagonal matrix with positive
main diagonal, then Uk(A +D)> min{ifj, d2, • • •, dn, uk(A)}.

Proof. If uk(A) = 0 the result is obvious. If uk(A) > 0 then, by
Lemma 3, pick B minimal uk for which b»<a», for all ¡,/GJV, and
uk(B) = uk(A). Since B is minimal uk, bu = 0 for all i, and bif-> uk(A)
for all by > 0, i¥=j. As uk(A) > 0, by Lemma 1, Uk(B + D) is a positive
entry of B + D so that we must have
Uk{A +B)>

Uk(B+D)>min

{dx,d2, ••-,</„,

uk(A)}.

Equality need not hold in this lemma as can be seen through the following

example. Let

and D =

fO 1
| 1 1 0 |

As a conversion example, Corollary 1 may be changedto read as follows.

Converted

Corollary

1. Let D = diag(£?,,d2, • • •, dn) and V =

(Sj, 52, • • • , Sn) have positive main diagonals. If ur(A) > 0 and us(B) > 0,

then

Ur+s+i[(A+D)(B

+ V)]

> minit/j, d2, • ■■, dn, ur(A)} • min{5j, S2, • • • , S„, us(B)}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Application to bounds for eigenvaluesand eigenvectors. In this section we
show that the results previously obtained lead to some interesting bounds for
Perron vectors, the Perron root, and subdominate roots. In particular, we convert
bounds concerning positive matrices into bounds concerning nonnegative matrices.
In [11] it is shown that if B > 0 and x = (xv x2, • • •, *„)', a Perron
vector of B, then max¡JXi/Xj)<M/m, where M = max,.^ and m =
aún^jbtj. Note also that if Uk(A) > 0, then A is irreducible and, hence, has
a positive Perron vector x.
Theorem 1. If Uk(A)>0, and A has Perronvector x =(*,, x2, ■■■,xnY then

X{ tf**i_(B-l)[Ck(4)]l"-*l
max — < ■

U */

lUk(A)]l*-ki

where S = max^a,^.

Proof. Let 504) = max^a,^.
Then it is easy to show that S(Am) <
S(A)m. By Corollary 4, Aln,k^ =C>0,
with Perron vector x. As min,^> [Uk(A)][n'k], we have
max CySSS'"-*!

- (n - l)[Uk(A)]l"'k].

U
The result is now immediate.
Corollary

6. // uk(A) > 0 with Perron vector x = (xv'x2, • • •, xnY

then
Xi
[S + uk(A)]("•*! - {n - l)[uk04)]l"'fcl
max — <-'-.
/./ */

[uk(A)][nM

Proof.
Apply Theorem 1 to the matrix A + uk(A)I and use Lemma 6.
For bounds on the Perron root we add the following notations. Let
x¡

s = min
( 5Z aik)
<h*\ and min x.
— < 5,
nin /'Z
i,i *j

where again x = (xvx2,

■• • , xnJ

is a Perron vector of A.

Theorem 2. // Uk(A) > 0 then
sI"'fcJ + [Uk(A)]l"-k1 (j

- l) < [p(^)]i"-fcl
<5[«.fc]

Proof.

_i/k(^)["'k'(l

-Ô).

It is shown in [9, p. 153] that if B > 0, then s + m(l/8 - 1) <

p(B) < 5 - m(l - S), where, of course, the s, m, and 6 refer to B. Now by
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Corollary 4 we have for A,

sln.k] + [t40l)]K*](I_

l) <p(4)l».*l
<£["<*'

Corollary

- [Uk(A)]l"-kl(l -6).

7. // uk(A) > 0 then

,fc]
[s + Wfc(^)]["-*> + [Ufc(^)]t".*l (I _ l) < [p(A) + uk(A)] I"-*

<[5 +Mfc(^l)]I"'*l - K(^l)]f"'fcl(l

-s).

Proof. Apply Theorem 2 to the matrix A + uk(A)I and use Lemma 6.
Our initial results may also be used to determine bounds on subdominant
roots, i.e. by the Perron-Frobenius theory if A is primitive and p. is an eigenvalue of A, \p\ # p(A), then kt| < p(A). We find bounds on such subdominant
roots p.

Theorem 3. // A is generalized row stochastic, i.e., all row sums are
equal, and Uk(A) > 0 then

\ß\[n'k] <[p04)]l"'fcl - [Uk(A)]ln>kU.
Proof.

Lynn and Timlake [8, p. 147] show that if B > 0 and general-

ized row stochastic, then \p\ < p(B) - m • n. The result then follows, as in the
previous theorem, from Corollary 4.

Corollary

8. // A is generalized row stochastic and uk(A) > 0 then

|M+ «fcG4)|In'fcl< [p(A) + uk(A)}I"-*1 - [uk(A)]I"'fcV
Proof.

Apply Theorem 3 to the matrix A + uk(A)I and use Lemma 6.

Application to Markov chain type problems and industrial production
processes. Our first result in this section concerns infinite products of nonnegative
matrices. In particular we have the following.

Theorem 4. Suppose that for each A¡ (i = 1, 2, • • • ):

(a) mtXfXAj)< 1 where rfA) = 2£_ xa¡k for any matrix A.
(b) Uk(Ai)>p>0.
(c) 77zereis a number 5, 0 < 5 < 1, so that for each i there is a /(j)

EN so that rKi)(A¡)< 5.

77jen fiJl^^O.

Further
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-S)]m

for each positive integer m.

Proof.
The proof is essentially given in [6].
A point of interest here is that Uk is utilized in specifying a rate of
convergence for IIJL xAt. Another result in [6] as follows.
Theorem 5. Suppose that each At (i = 1, 2, • • • ) is row stochastic with
Uk(A¡)> p > 0. Then Il°LlAi = \imN^.„(AN • ■• A2A{) = A where A is row
stochastic and rank one.
This result may be converted into a meaningful result of Markov chain type

as follows.
Corollary
9. Suppose that each A¡ (i = 1, 2, • • • ) is row stochastic
with Uk(A¡) > p > 0. Further suppose that there is a vector y > 0 so that

yA¡=y for i = 1, 2, • • •. Then II," iAi = limiV_oo041/l2■■' AN) is row
stochastic and rank one.

Proof. As yA¡ = y for i = 1, 2, • • • , there is a diagonal matrix D =
diag(yj, • • •, yn) so that DAtD~l is column stochastic and, hence, (PA¡D~ "f
= D~lA*D is row stochastic. Further there is some u>0
so that Uk(p~lA\D)
> u for /' = 1, 2, • • ' and, hence, from Theorem 5,

A = fi (P-lA*D) = lim (p-lA'N - • • A\A\D)
i= 1

N-"

= lim {DAXA2 •••AND-l)t,

where A is rank one and row stochastic. Therefore

lim {DAXA2
"• AND~l) = £>f lim (AYA%
• • • aJ\dtx

»•*-

[n-k* ,

J

=A<

and so limN^,0O(AlA2• • • AN) = D~1AtD. It is clear that D~lA*D is rank one.
Further D~1AtD is row stochastic as each AXA2 • • • AN is row stochastic and
the row stochastic matrices form a closed set.
As a consequence of this corollary we have the following.

Corollary
10. Suppose each A¡ (z = 1, 2, • • • ) is doubly stochastic
with Uk(A¡)>p>0.
Then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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f[At=
1=1

Proof.

lim (A1A2--AN)=A

= ß).

N^oo

\"/

Note that eA¡ = e for i = 1, 2, ■• • where e = (1, 1, • • • , 1).

Hence limJv-_1.oo041.í42
• ■• AN) = A is rank one. As the set of doubly stochastic

matrices forms a closed set and each ^4j^42 • • • AN is doubly stochastic, it
follows that A is doubly stochastic. Finally we note that the only rank one
doubly stochastic matrix is (1/n).
The result may be interpreted in terms of Markov chain type problems as
follows. Let A( represent the matrix of transitional probabilities of an n state
system at time t¡ for i = 1, 2, • • • . If Av A2, • • • satisfy Corollaries 9 or
10, then the system has final transitional probabilities given by A. Further
results in this regard may be very beneficial.
Our next result extends a theorem of Richard Bellman [1], which has
application to industrial production processes.
Theorem 6. Suppose for k = 1, 2, • • •, n we let Ak(qk) be a nonnegative n-dimensional row vector depending on qk E Sk, some finite set. Let

A2(q2)
:

where q = (q¡, q2, • • • , qn) G S = 5t x 52 x • • • x Sn. Consider the equation

(1)

Xyt = max Z aik{q¡)yk,
<ttest k

i = 1, 2, • • •, n.

If A(q) has no zero columns for each q G 5 then (1) has a nonzero solution
y > 0. // U0[A(q)] > 0 for each q ES then y>0 and is unique up to a
multiplicative constant. Further, in this case, X = mzxqesp[A(a)].
Proof. We first show that a solution to (1) exists. For this consider the
set Y = {y\y¡ > 0 and 2¡y¡ = 1} and the mapping of Y into Rn defined

by

[M(y)]¡= max £ aik(q¿ykfc max S û/fc(?/)^fcQ¡

*

/

i

qj

k

Now

Z max Z aik{qf)yk
= Z Z "j^y*
I

Qj

k

/

fc

for some q = (qv q2, ■• • , qn) and so
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Z Z ajk<ä,)yk= Z Ck[A(q)]yk> 0
/

fc

fc

as Ck[A(q)], the fcth column sum of A(q), is positive. Therefore M is a
continuous mapping from Y into Y and hence has a fixed point v. Thus (1)
has a nonzero solution.
Suppose now that U0[A(q)] > 0 for each q. Then by Corollary 5,
^(wjMCv^) • • • A(wn_x) = B(wv w2, • ■•, w„_j) > 0 for all (wlf w2, • • •,
wn_l) E 5"_1.

(2)

Consider the equation

ßz.~

max

Z

wes"-1

¿>ifc(w)2fc> i=l,2,---,n.

k

By Bellman's result [1, p. 199], (2) has a unique positive solution ß and a solution z > 0 which is unique up to a multiplicative constant. For B(q, q, • • •, q)

= n"I¡A(q), it is easily seen that

kH-ly¡ =

max
wes"-1

Z bik(w)yk= Z bik{q,q,-",q)yk,
k

i = 1, 2, • • •, «.

k

By uniqueness then we have X"-1 = ß and y = cz for some scalar c. Further,

by Bellman'sresult [1, p. 199],

X"- » = max p[B(w)] = p[B(q, ?,•••,?)]«

p[A(ä)T~l-

w

Therefore X = max p[A(q)].
An interesting side result of this proof is as follows.
Corollary

11. //

cti2)
\>0,

B=\

• l>0

and C(q) =\

\C(lnV
with Ciqk) = Ak or Bk, then if U0[C(q)] >0 for each q it follows that
p(AB)<maxqp[C(q)]2.
Proof. By utilizing the latter part of the proof of Theorem 6, we may
show that p(AB)n/2 < maxqp[C(q)]n if n is even, or p(/L5)("+1)/2 <

jruxqp[C(q)]" + l if n is odd. Thus p(AB) <maxqp[C(q)]2.
For example if

A=

/l/3

2/3\

i /l
and B = -

2\

Vl/3 2/3/

4 \3

2/
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then p(A) = 1, p(B) = 1, yet p(AB) = 13/12. Note howeverthat

J113 2/3\ 5+V73
P\3/4

1/2/

12

and that
13/12 < ((5 +v/73)/12)2.
This seems an interesting inequality in itself as there are few known bounds on

P(AB).
Summary. In summary, our initial results lay down the combinatorial principles of the concepts Uk and uk. This is followed by our application sections
indicating the usefulness of Uk and uk in converting positive matrix results
into nonnegative matrix results. Conversions other than those presented herein
are no doubt also possible.
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